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FOREWORD
As production of this special edition of Ares & Athena neared
completion, news reports had begun to circulate concerning
large-scale Russian military movements close to Ukraine and
the Crimea. An echo of the not-too-distant past, such stories
highlight how the events of 2014 – and their repercussions
– continue to shape and affect stability and security on
NATO’s borders.
Seven years on, there is a lot to reflect on and learn from
what happened in Eastern Ukraine and Crimea, in respect
of both preventing future hostilities and understanding the
nature of 21st century warfare.
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INTRODUCTION
It was seven years ago this month that I first entered eastern
Ukraine to cover a war in everything but name. My time in
the field there was formative. It changed both the trajectory
of my career, and more importantly, how I understood the
world. It taught me that much of what I had believed about
both geopolitics and conflict was, if not exactly wrong, then
outdated. It’s hard to trace the precise beginnings of this
process, but I suspect it probably started with a map. My
journey across the east took me to several of the cities that
Ukrainian separatists and Russian troops were occupying.
Places like Donetsk (pictured), Luhansk and Sloviansk:
names that would become a major part of my life over the
following years. I remember consulting various maps to try
to work out both the city layouts and surrounding terrain.
That way, I reasoned, I could get at least some kind of sense
of what was going on.
But eventually I realised that to best achieve this, the maps
that mattered were not only the ones delineating land and
geography: it wasn’t just the physical terrain that mattered
but the social media spaces, not the troop flows but the flows
of data; not so much the jagged outlines of forests in which
the separatists lurked, but the newsfeeds that unspooled across
my phone. In 2010 I had embedded with UN peacekeepers
in the jungles of the Democratic Republic of Congo as they
faced off against the rebel group the Lord’s Resistance Army1.
Now, just four years later, it was as if I was covering conflict in
a different century. As I travelled through the occupied cities
and towns of the east, it became clear that I was witnessing
two wars – one fought on the ground with tanks, guns and
bullets, and another fought out online, with posts, tweets and
shares – and that, critically, it was the latter conflict which
mattered more.
What I had come face to face with for the first time was the
role of social media technologies as an organising principle
of 21st century life. This seems obvious now. It wasn’t then.
2014 in Ukraine set me on a path that would eventually lead
to the publication of my last book, War in 140 Characters: How
newstatesman.com/africa/2010/11/peacekeeping-mission-congo-lra
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I was witnessing two wars: one fought on
the ground with tanks, guns and bullets, and
another fought out online, with posts and tweets
and shares, and that, critically it was the latter
conflict which mattered more
Social Media is Reshaping Conflict in the Twenty-First Century. The
book dealt with how social media has altered the way conflict
is conducted, reported and consumed; and was based upon the
belief that two conflicts were playing out across Ukraine. The
first: a military war on the ground; the second: an information
war online. Both continue to this day. The former is sporadic,
the latter permanent; and arguably more important.
Ukraine made clear that, for our most sophisticated adversaries,
military victory is no longer considered necessary to achieve
hostile geopolitical goals: even, perhaps counter-intuitively,
invasion. Seven years on, it is also clear that Ukraine was the
laboratory for new types of digitally empowered information
operations that the West began to fully understand only in the
aftermath of the 2016 US presidential campaign. Terms like
“hybrid warfare”, “disinformation” and “troll farm” – have all
become buzz words of our “post-truth” age. The techniques
that we would go on to see used in the 2016 US Presidential
elections. My belief is that these techniques were tried out
and honed in Ukraine seven years ago. They have permeated
the Western lexicon and its consciousness. We now know
that, whether we like it or not, we are the target of an all-out
information war by Hostile State Actors (HSAs). Not a day goes
by that we are not attacked.
In Ukraine, we learned that our most sophisticated enemies
now approach conflict with two guiding principles: 1. That
force is not necessarily the most conducive mode of achieving
strategic objectives; and that 2. 20th century geopolitical and
security paradigms are inadequate to account properly for
contemporary threats. Seven years on from Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine, the UK and its allies must understand and
internalise the lessons that have emerged from it.
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The morning after the violent
night before: Anti-government
protest brought mass unrest
and blood to Kyiv’s streets in
the early weeks of 2014

CRIMEA AND EASTERN UKRAINE:
THE FIRST 21ST CENTURY WAR
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Credit: kremlin.ru

On 21 November 2013, Mustafa Nayyem,
the cost would prove high. Russian
a Ukrainian journalist of Afghan
President Vladimir Putin simply could
descent wrote a post on Facebook urging
not allow any government that replaced
people to gather in Kyiv’s Maidan
Yanukovych’s to cede to the people’s
Nezalezhnosti (Independence Square).
wishes and draw closer to the European
He wanted to protest President Viktor
Union. The problem was two-fold. First,
Yanukovych’s decision to backtrack
Russia could not allow Ukraine, which it
on a pledge to sign an EU Association
considers more than any other country to
Agreement that would have strengthened
be its near abroad, to slip from its sphere
political and economic ties between
of influence. Two, if Russians saw the
the European Union and Ukraine. First
people next door successfully overthrow
just a few came, then more and more.
an autocrat, they might start getting
Yanukovych sent in the riot police, who
ideas of their own.
badly beat many of those protesting,
and only served to anger the people
Its response was something that no one
more. Over the following weeks and
Yanukovych sent in predicted. On 27 February 2014, several
months, hundreds of thousands
hundred masked soldiers wearing
the riot police, who green uniforms without any identifying
gathered in the square, now also calling
badly beat many of insignia. marched into Simferopol
for Yanukovych’s removal. Government
snipers then began to open fire in
those protesting, and and seized its regional parliament and
front of the world media and by late
Council of Ministers. The media soon
only served to anger christened them the “little green men” –
February 2014 more than a hundred
the people more
protesters had been killed and almost
soldiers that had arrived seemingly out
2,000 injured. Yanukovych’s position
of nowhere, as if from Mars. Everyone
had become untenable. On 21 February
knew they were Russian, not least
2014, he fled Kyiv and by 25 February he was in
when they hoisted Russian flags over the captured
Moscow2.
buildings. Over the next few weeks, the little green
men took control of the region, and on 16 March, in
Ukrainians had got rid of their President, but
a controversial, Russian-sponsored referendum over
96 percent of Crimeans purportedly voted to join
the Russian Federation. In fact, according to leaked
2
For a fuller discussion of these events David Patrikarakos, War in 140 Characters (New
information, the turnout in Crimea was actually 30York: Basic Books, 2017), chapter 4, ‘The Facebook Warrior.’
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50 percent and those approving annexation were 50-60
percent of those3. But it didn’t matter. Moscow had
invaded and then stolen a chunk of another sovereign
state without officially invading it, or even firing a
shot. It was, Putin said, democracy in action4.
The question is: why bother? I spoke to Ukrainian
security officials in early 2014 who told me that the
Ukrainian army was then in such disarray that
had Russia decided to march on Kyiv their forces
would have found little resistance. If Putin wanted
to conquer Crimea and later eastern Ukraine, why
didn’t he march into Kyiv, military defeat Ukraine
and force it to the negotiating table where, as the
victor, it could impose terms of surrender on
Ukraine, which as the loser, it would be compelled
to accept? A course of action that would almost
certainly have been easier, cheaper and quicker than
the smouldering conflict that continues to this day.
There are several reasons. First is the nature of
the global post-World War II security settlement
based upon a near unanimous desire amongst
the major powers to ensure that conflict between
major states is almost impossible. Organisations
forbes.com/sites/paulroderickgregory/2014/05/05/putins-human-rightscouncil-accidentally-posts-real-crimean-election-results-only-15-voted-forannexation/#5060f511f172
3
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like the European Union and the United Nations
were formed to prevent exactly this possibility5.
State on State war on the European continent has
not occurred since WWII; it remains politically
unthinkable and would unite every single EU
Member State and the United Kingdom together
in opposition to any state that provoked it. Second,
these collective desires have also created an
international post-War political landscape that
privileges the language of democracy and human
rights. Within this landscape has grown an array of
human rights, election monitoring, development and
pro-democracy organisations enjoying considerable
funding, media coverage and political influence.
Third is the explosion of new information
technologies. The advent of Web 2.0 meant that
internet users evolved from passive consumers of
content to so-called “produsers” able to produce
content through blogs and social media platforms.
This has endowed them with an ability to become
quasi-broadcasters with almost no barriers to entry:
all that is needed is a working internet connection.
This has reordered traditional information and
media hierarchies, and led to the emergence of
the hyper-empowered individual, who through the
simple act of owning a smartphone is networked,
globally connected and more potent than ever
before: a phenomenon I term Homo digitalis6. From
Gaza to Syria to Ukraine Homo digitalis is now making

4

Ibid., p.6
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herself felt by blogging, filming, tweeting and posting. Networks
of citizens can now broadcast and amplify and mobilise in ways
that were once reserved for large organisations or states.
Society is now populated with Homo digitalis; and she had
profoundly reordered it in multiple ways. Most immediately,
within the narrower conflict context, the world is filled with
billions of citizens who, armed with just a smartphone, can
and will broadcast every atrocity to the internet. Become too
overtly homicidal and become a global pariah like Syria’s
Bashar Al-Assad. Those seeking to coerce their enemies must
avoid all-out violence wherever possible, if they are clever –
and Putin is a clever authoritarian. Domestically, the Russian
state no longer sends hundreds of thousands of dissidents
to the gulag en masse in favour of closing down key NGOs
for threatening the “constitutional order of the state7 and
persecuting opposition businessmen for tax fraud”8.
In Ukraine he took these principles into foreign policy – and
war. The military conflict in Ukraine began in the country’s
east in April 2014, soon after the annexation of Crimea.
Over several weeks so-called Ukrainian “separatists” seized
municipal buildings in key towns and cities across the region,
including Donetsk and Luhansk – the main cities of the two
freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/Fact%20Sheet_0.pdf

7

voanews.com/archive/russian-businessman-found-guilty-fraud-tax-evasion
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Oblasts (regions) that comprise the Donbass. Eastern Ukraine
is predominately Russian-speaking and traditionally far more
culturally and politically proximate to Russia than the central
and regions. It had long existed on an informational diet of
Russian TV and people there had watched with alarm as
Yanukovych (who was from Donbass) was overthrown by
pro-Western crowds. They had then seen the government try
to remove Russian as an official language of the country (a
proposed law that was quickly struck down). Nevertheless, the
damage had been done.
I was on the ground in eastern Ukraine that April and
watched hundreds of masked men and women carrying bats
and sticks storm the buildings, chanting pro-Russia slogans
in the cities of Donetsk and Luhansk. In Sloviansk, when
separatists stormed the local police station, I saw the return
of Russian little green men – armed and masked clearly
professional soldiers standing guard while locals vandalised the
vicinity. Self-proclaimed Donetsk (DNR) and Luhansk People’s
Republics (LNR) were soon established; entities claiming
independence from Ukraine and a concomitant desire to
join the Russian federation. On 11 May 2014 simultaneous
referendums on self-rule took place in the Donetsk and
Luhansk oblasts. Both reported overwhelming victory by those
in favour in the face of widespread allegations of fraud and
a refusal of any country (including Russia) to recognise the
results officially. Nonetheless, the language and accoutrements
of democracy were observed.
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On 14 April 2014, Ukraine’s then acting President, Oleksandr
Turchynov, had announced the start of an anti-terror
operation in the east. Once again, Moscow denied it was
there, claiming any conflict was a result of an internal conflict
between Kyiv and separatists, who were now (mysteriously)
well-armed and enjoying both heavy artillery and vehicles,
including tanks provided by Russia as well as the assistance of
Russian troops9. Unlike in Crimea, there was now a military
battle on the ground – as I saw with my own eyes. I soon
understood, though, that the military conflict Moscow was
refusing to admit it was fighting wasn’t what mattered most.

Ukrainian state by getting eastern Ukrainians to subscribe to
narratives of the Kremlin’s choosing. It wanted narrative not
physical control; seizing territory in the east was only another
means toward this goal.

Moscow had long coveted Crimea, which had been a part
of Russia before it was transferred to Ukraine in 1954. So it
simply took it back. But beyond Crimea, Moscow’s goal, I
realised, was not a military but political victory. Moscow did
not want to annex Ukraine, rather it wanted to destabilise it
to the degree that it would be incapable of flourishing without
it or, worse, join the EU. It chose to do this by targeting the
country’s east, with its more pro-Russian population, not with
weapons but with non-kinetic means: mostly information.
Simply put: Moscow’s objective was not to defeat the
Ukrainian army or to capture Kyiv (either of which Russia
could easily have done), but to attack and destabilise the

As I travelled throughout eastern Ukraine in spring 2014, the
truth of this was plain to see. I repeatedly encountered not
so much the Kremlin’s soldiers (though they were there, too)
but its narratives: the Kyiv government was a fascist junta
and/or an American puppet; the Euromaidan revolution was
Russophobic and anti-democratic; the West was the enemy.
Eastern Ukrainians told me that fascists were perpetrating
terrorist attacks in the east, and that in the west, Russian
speakers were refused service in shops. They even believed
that pro-Kyiv militia groups were coming to assassinate them.
The result was that Kyiv was engaged not only with a military
conflict on its eastern border with Russia, but an internal –
almost epistemological – division it had to attend to. And
while this continued there was little chance of undertaking
much needed reforms and moving forward as an unified
nation. Seven years on: little has changed.

bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-26248275

9
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Information operations in a conflict theatre are as old as war
itself. But whereas in war as it is traditionally understood,
information operations support military action on the
battlefield, in Ukraine it became clear that military operations
on the ground were almost entirely designed to support
information operations on TV and in cyberspace10.

Terminal damage: Donetsk airport
was left in ruins by heavy fighting
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THE UKRAINE DOCTRINE
Much has been written about the annexation of Crimea
and Russia’s information assault on eastern Ukraine. Many
commentators saw the little green men as an evolved tactic
of warfare. But that’s not the case. As professor Mark
Galeotti has observed: “The seizure of the peninsula in
February 2014 by the so-called ‘little green men’ was
efficient in its execution but not especially novel in its
means. Deploying troops without clearly identifiable
insignia? Breaking the enemy’s lines of command and
communications? Lying about what you’re doing? None of
these were really ground-breaking.11”

them. In Ukraine we first saw – in the 21st century context –
the sheer extent to which new information technology, notably
social media technologies, can weaponise information, ideas
and even culture (perennial features of information warfare)
toward clear strategic objectives in a military conflict. We
saw, for the first time this century, a conflict in which military
operations were almost entirely subordinated to information
operations in a war in which the most important victories were
not on the battlefield.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that there is a considerable
military component to the Ukraine conflict. The physical
The operations have often been called “hybrid war,” which
battlefields do exist. People are killed. It’s not simply an
the US Joint Forces Command defines as warfare that
“information war”. Accurate figures are hard to obtain, but
“simultaneously and adaptively employs a tailored mix
in 2019 the UN estimated that 13,000 people had been killed,
of conventional, irregular, terrorism and criminal means
a quarter of them civilians, and as many as 30,000 wounded
or activities in the operational battle space”. In eastern
in the war in eastern Ukraine since it broke out in April
Ukraine, as Galeotti also observes, there exists
201413. What was born in Ukraine in 2014 and
a more compelling case for the emergence
still simmers today, through a combination of
of these practises as Russia relied not just
carefully orchestrated propagandas backed up
The fact remains
on troop and propaganda but proxies in the
by limited military force, is what we can call a
that there is a
form of mercenaries and local nationalists,
gray zone conflict:
criminal gangs and mercenaries. But ultimately
considerable military
propaganda is as old as conflict.
Gray zone conflict is best understood as activity that is
component to the
coercive and aggressive in nature, but that is deliberately
Nor was all of this uniquely Russian. Much was Ukraine conflict. The designed to remain below the threshold of conventional
physical battlefields military conflict and open interstate war. Gray zone
made of the so-called Gerasimov Doctrine, in
which a quotation by then Russian Chief of the
do exist. People are approaches are mostly the province of revisionist powers —
General Staff Valery Gerasimov that the “role
those actors that seek to modify some aspect of the existing
killed. It’s not simply international environment — and the goal is to reap
of non-military means of achieving political
an ‘information war’ gains, whether territorial or otherwise, that are normally
and strategic goals has grown, and, in many
cases, they have exceeded the power of force of
associated with victory in war. Yet gray zone approaches
weapons in their effectiveness” was taken to be the blueprint
are meant to achieve those gains without escalating to overt warfare, without
for a “new” Russian way of war. According to Galeotti,
crossing established red-lines, and thus without exposing the practitioner to
who discovered the quotation in an obscure Moscow
the penalties and risks that such escalation might bring14.
journal, “Gerasimov was actually talking about what
happened in the ‘Arab Spring’ uprisings, the ‘color
In early April 2021, almost exactly seven years from the
revolutions’ against pro-Moscow regimes in Russia’s
initial invasion, newspapers carried reports of the most
neighbourhood, and in due course Ukraine’s ‘Maidan’
substantial Russian military presence on the Ukrainian border
revolt… Gerasimov was trying to work out how to fight,
since the early battles of 2014-2015, quoting US military
not promote, such uprisings at home” 12.
command’s claims of at least 4,000 new soldiers in the region.
Meanwhile, the international community has, largely stood by
But if none of the various techniques and strategies begun
and watched it happen15.
in Ukraine in 2014 and continuing to this day are in of
themselves completely new, they have combined to create a
During the process of writing War in 140 Characters, I
form of uniquely 21st century warfare that I argue is not only
enabled by 21st century technologies and political and military
13
rferl.org/a/death-toll-up-to-13-000-in-ukraine-conflict-says-un-rights-office/29791647.
circumstances, but also most conducive to prospering within

“”

html

Foreign Policy Research Institute “Paradoxes of the Fray Zone”. February 5, 2016. fpri.
org/article/2016/02/paradoxes-gray-zone
14

berlinpolicyjournal.com/the-gerasimov-doctrine
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foreignpolicy.com/2018/03/05/im-sorry-for-creating-the-gerasimov-doctrine
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independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/russia-military-putin-ukraine-border-b1828451.html
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interviewed Emile Simpson, a former British Army officer and
author of War from the Ground Up: Twenty-First Century Combat as
Politics, who told me how during his time in Afghanistan the
goal of the coalition forces ultimately became not to defeat
the Taliban but to convince the local population not to join
them. Just as in Ukraine, the goal was political not military.
“War as we understand it as traditionally military fight distinct
from peace still exists,” he explained, “however, the general
tendency, driven by the information revolution, is away from
that paradigm and towards open-ended, networked conflicts
that occupy a grey zone between war and peace.16” And this is
so dangerous because breaking down the boundaries between
war and peace threatens international stability; if war has
increasingly become the practice of politics itself it has no
clear end because politics never ends.

Ukraine marks an evolution in the history of conflict because
it was quite simply the first conflict in which Homo digitalis
– the hyper-empowered citizen of the digital age – had
emerged almost fully formed. And once Homo digitalis takes
her place at the centre of society then she is necessarily at
the centre of conflict; and the opportunities for non-kinetic
means of achieving strategic goals in conflict are expanded
exponentially. And they can never be reversed; the bell cannot
be unrung. For these reasons, Ukraine does mark a key
point in the evolution of modern conflict because it brought
disparate means of coercing the enemy – many of them
traditional – together in a form tailored to the contemporary
moment and to a degree that it can be said to mark the
emergence of a clear doctrine of 21st century conflict that
must account for the world of Homo digitalis.

Gray zone conflicts are not new. But they have been
traditionally precarious to manage because achieving goals
in a military conflict, while keeping it below the threshold
of an attack which could have a legitimate jus ad bellum for
a conventional military response, has proved extremely
difficult. Now, however, as Dowse and Bachmann have
observed, new information technologies have created radical
new spaces which have expanded the possibilities of nonkinetic means of aggression17.

This doctrine is based on several ordering principles.
(1) The post-war settlement that underpins the conduct
of international relations is heavily structured toward
preventing large-scale (particularly state-on-state) war;
and has (2) enshrined the language and ideas of democracy
and human rights as norms and that actors, language,
ideas and behaviour that overtly threaten these are
considered anathema or “rogue”; alongside this has been
the advent of (3) the information revolution, which has
created Homo digitalis, and therefore radical new spaces
in which to weaponise non-kinetic means of achieving
strategic goals within a world in which the degree of
interconnection (financial, energy, migration etc.) between
states has greatly increased; all of which work toward (4)
the emergence of conflicts that (i) often seek to achieve
political goals through the control of narrative not
physical territory (especially given that large-scale military
deployments are prohibitively expensive for almost all
states) and (ii) exist in gray zones between war and peace,
in which the boundaries between politics and warfare have
become blurred and it is harder to determine clear start or
end points of conflicts; all of
which all means that (5)
sophisticated actors
will, if possible,
eschew force in
favour of nonmilitary methods
of obtaining
geopolitical goals
and subverting,
defeating and
ultimately coercing
the enemy.

These possibilities have expanded because the world is now
populated by Homo digitalis. During the Ukraine conflict, I
watched networks of digitally-empowered Homo digitalis –
ordinary citizens – band together to form virtual quasi-state
networks that stepped in to equip soldiers fighting in the east
when government institutions proved unable to do so. During
the Ukraine conflict, Homo digitalis also sat online in the socalled troll farms of St Petersburg, thousands of miles from
the fighting, and pumped out propaganda into the Ukrainian
information ecosystem (IE). And each of them, though they
carried no weapons or wore no uniform, were nonetheless
soldiers in the war; and every
tweet and post they
shared was one more
virtual bullet fired
into the conflict.
And each of the
fellow travellers
who amplified
them on Twitter and
Facebook with every
retweet, share and
like, enlisted in the
conflict, too.
Patrikarakos, p.7.
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theconversation.com/explainer-what-is-hybrid-warfare-and-what-is-meant-by-thegrey-zone-118841
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A LEGACY OF DISINFORMATION
Seven years on, it is also clear that Ukraine marked the
beginning of a new appreciation of information or influence
operations; what has passed into common parlance as
“disinformation”. Seen from 2021, it is clear that the Ukraine
conflict was, in certain regards, both a laboratory and testing
ground for digitally-empowered disinformation strategies and
operations that the West began to understand fully only in the
aftermath of the 2016 US presidential campaign. If terms
like “hybrid warfare” and “gray zone” have entered the public
consciousness, then terms like “disinformation” and “troll farm”
have all become ubiquitous terms of our “post-truth” age.
The Ukraine conflict began with a lie: that millions of people
across the country’s east wanted to breakaway and join the
Russian Federation, and that those demonstrating pro-Ukraine
sympathies were paid by Kyiv. Seven years later, pro-Kremlin
networks online are still spreading the same lies. Examination
of the Telegram group “shitty Odessa” – a discussion group
in the south-eastern Ukrainian city of Odessa, is instructive18.
A recent demonstration in the city took place against the
installation of a monument dedicated to pro-Russian activists
who were burned to death in a fire in May 2014. A discussion
on this attracted 2,635 comments – when normally there are
100-300 comments. A prolific poster who goes by the name
of Alina, writes: “Where is the protest? Only the “ragul” [a
derogatory term for west Ukrainians] are jumping around.
We are working.” She goes on to say that the protesters are
being paid 250 UAH for standing there, while Odessa citizens

like her are working. An average post in the group garners
around 60 comments and has around 15-30 participants. A
contentious political post can, however, garner 2,000 plus
comments, a traditional indication of the presence of troll
networks who spring into action when needed.
On 12 July 2014, Russia’s state-owned Channel One Russia
carried a news report claiming that an eyewitness had seen
Ukrainian soldiers crucify a child in Sloviansk19. The story
had no basis in fact, but was responsible for galvanising huge
anti-Ukraine sentiment in Russia and the eastern regions of
Ukraine. In early April, Russian media reported that a fiveyear-old boy named Vladik had been killed by an unmanned
Ukrainian drone in a village in eastern Ukraine. The proKremlin newspaper Komsomolskaya Pravda alleged the boy
was “killed by Ukrainian beasts20”. Through sources on the
ground in Ukraine, I have access to closed Telegram groups in
the Donbass. Ch p Donetsk (“emergencies Donetsk”) carried
discussion from Donbass residents about the death21. The
general consensus was that it was common knowledge that
the boy’s grandfather was known to collect “souvenirs” from
the war, and that the boy had died playing with explosives he
had found in his grandfather’s shed. It should also be noted
that unlike the posts in the Odessa group, the posts in Ch p
Donetsk – which is in an area under Kremlin control – always
have around 70 participants regardless of subject matter.
fakty.com.ua/ru/ukraine/polituka/20140714-1521089

19

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9436931/The-Kremlin-accuses-Ukrainian-beastsexecuting-boy-5-drone.html
20

@xydmin
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Religion forms a key part of this narrative with Russia
opposing the formation of an independent Orthodox
Church of Ukraine. In 1686, Ukraine’s Church had been
transferred from Constantinople to the jurisdiction of the
Moscow Patriarch. In October 2018 Constantinople Patriarch
Bartholomew I reclaimed jurisdiction over the Ukrainian
Church, declaring its transfer to have been uncanonical. In
January 2019, he granted autocephaly (independence) to
the Ukraine Church and it has since come under sustained
informational attack. Some pro-Kremlin propaganda even
describes the new Church as the Christian equivalent of ISIS
and being responsible for spreading Nazi beliefs24.
Critically, influence operations are continually updated in line
with current events. Pro-Russian journalists and YouTubers
now routinely spread anti-Ukraine conspiracy theories
about coronavirus, notably that the Ukrainian government is
deliberately helping the virus spread25.
Nor is Russian disinformation confined merely to the Russian
language sphere, but, rather, enjoys global reach. Kremlin
influence operations are not generally aimed at winning
foreign support so much as sowing distrust in Western
narratives and media. On 17 July 2014 pro-Russia separatist
militias shot down Malaysian airways flight MH17, which
they had mistaken for a Ukrainian plane, killing all 298
people – mostly EU citizens – onboard. Quickly realising
the mistake, Russian disinformation went global: thousands
of pro-Russia Facebook pages and Twitter feeds spread
alternative narratives, designed to shift blame onto the
Ukrainians or the Americans. Few outside of Russia’s sphere
of influence believed such claims, but Putin’s supporters were
convinced; and the rest of the world was either sufficiently
confused or misdirected. It would take the skills of Open
Source Investigation (OSINT) outfit Bellingcat to uncover the
truth. The MH17 case highlighted that “social media’s various
platforms, and the ability they have endowed upon users to
spread narratives, have become the perfect tool for the rapid
spread of narratives designed to be international”26..
The techniques that I first saw in Ukraine would come to

“”

Trump infamously said he “didn’t see any
reason why” Russians would have interfered in
the 2016 election, preferring Putin’s narrative to
that of his own intelligence agencies
be used globally. The conflict has been the laboratory for
a lot of the political disinformation that became especially
prominent from 2016 onwards with the idea of the “post-truth
age”. Alleged Russian interference has also taken place in a
number of Western electoral events, including the 2016 Brexit
Referendum, the 2016 US Presidential election and the 2019
UK Parliamentary elections. Britain, the US and China have
also accused Russian hackers of attempting to steal data on
COVID-19 vaccines27.
Critically, through the use of foreign language media, notably
Sputnik and RT, Kremlin media has been able to inject its
narratives into foreign IE. During his 2016 election campaign,
Donald Trump appeared on RT and repeated Russian talking
points on Ukraine and interference in the Democratic Party’s
Primary election. In July 2018, Trump infamously said he
“didn’t see any reason why” Russians would have interfered
in the 2016 election, preferring Putin’s narrative to that of his
own intelligence agencies28. Recent US support for Ukraine
has often come through a bipartisan commitment from
Congress, which was keen to prevent Trump from relaxing
sanctions as a favour to Putin29.
In his book Goliath: Why the West Doesn’t Win Wars and What We
Need to Do About it, Sean McFate writes: “Conventional warriors
view war like pregnancy: either you are or aren’t. War versus
peace is enshrined in the Laws of Armed Conflict, the writings
of Clausewitz, and conventional war theory.” Sophisticated
adversaries like Russia and China succeed because they exploit
the “West’s false belief in this dichotomy”30. Ukraine remains
a frontline state. While the military conflict may pause and
restart, freeze and unfreeze, it has been under informational
attack every single day without rest. And so are we.
Patrikarakos, pp. 164-165
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Seven years later, Ukraine is still under intense informational
attack from troll, bot and sock puppet networks. Meanwhile,
publicly, Russian information campaigns continue to be
premised on discrediting the idea of Ukraine as a nation,
claiming that its borders are artificial, its language inauthentic,
and that it is really part of the ‘Russkiy Mir’ (Russian world).
Russian sources repeatedly claim that Ukraine’s borders had
never been made official and thus remain merely the internal
markers of the USSR22. Putin has also promulgated this idea,
saying in a February 2020 interview that “I believe we are the
same people”23.

UKRAINE: INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES
To assess fully the efficacy of Russian actions in Ukraine it
is imperative to consider properly the range of international
responses – political, diplomatic and military – that have
ensued since 2014.
Diplomacy
Although few were fooled by Russia’s denial of involvement
with the conflict in Crimea and eastern Ukraine, the pretence
seemingly restricted the ability and willingness of other
nations to intervene. Putin could not be directly accused
of military aggression. As Taras Kuzio and Paul D’Anieri
explain: “The fact that Russia has continued to claim the
role of mediator rather than party to the conflict continued
to hamper efforts to negotiate a solution, but that claim was
central to Russia’s disinformation campaign and allowed it
unusual leverage: when convenient, it could control forces on
the ground, and when convenient, it could disown them. This
was Soviet-style maskirovka in a contemporary setting.31”
The Minsk agreement, signed on 5 September 2014, between
Ukraine, Russia, DNR, LNR and Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) provided a ceasefire, a
buffer zone without heavy weaponry, and OSCE monitoring.
However, the defeat of Ukrainian forces at Ilovaysk in early
September enabled Russia to insist on clauses granting
special status to the Donbass region with increased self-rule
and organising local elections there. Notably, the agreement
did not include discussion of Crimea. The ceasefire was
frequently breached. On 12 February 2015, Minsk II was
brokered by Angela Merkel and François Hollande. Article 11
required Ukrainian constitutional reform by the end of 2015
which would provide for ‘decentralisation’ in agreement with
DNR and LNR representatives. Additionally, a permanent
law (Ukraine had passed a three-year law in response to Minsk
I) providing for the ‘special status’ of these areas, in provisions
that go far beyond Minsk I. Article 12 required elections in
Donbass. Extra proposals from DNR/LNR (drafting coordinated by Vladislav Surkov, a key Putin adviser), demanded
even greater autonomy for the regions and a constitutional
amendment requiring Ukraine’s neutrality. Russia’s goal is to
federalise Ukraine, giving the Donbass an effective veto over
key matters of policy. As signatories to the 1994 Budapest
Memorandum, neither UK nor US participated in the Minsk
process. Under the Memorandum, Russia, the US and the
UK agreed to respect the borders and sovereignty of Ukraine,
undertaking to refrain from the use of force or the threat of
force against Ukraine, or “economic coercion” to suborn
Ukraine to its interests. In return, Ukraine gave up the 1,900
Soviet-era nuclear warheads it possessed. Russia’s violation of
the Memorandum arguably created an obligation for the US
to assist militarily32.
Minsk has created stalemate. Ukraine and the West prioritise
the de-escalation measures, while Russia insists upon the
Taras Kuzio and Paul D’Anieri, Towards a New Cold War? (e-ir.
info/2018/06/23/towards-a-new-cold-war)
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The EU response
According to Taras Kuzio and Paul D’Anieri “the West’s
role was to encourage the ceasefire, to help broker the deal,
and probably most important, to disabuse the Ukrainian
leadership of the hope that significant Western military
assistance would be forthcoming”33. Instead, the EU’s actions
have been primarily economic. Initial sanctions followed the
invasion of Crimea, and further regimes have been introduced
since. The sanctions regime has been targeted on specific
individuals (travel bans and asset freezes) identified with the
annexation of Crimea, as well as on Russian finance, defence,
and oil and gas companies. In March 2015 the EU agreed to
link the lifting of sanctions to the implementation of Minsk II.
Since progress now appears unlikely, this has had the effect of
entrenching sanctions.
Richard Connelly, Co-Director of the Centre for Russian,
Eurasian and European Studies at Birmingham University,
argues that sanctions in response to 2014’s aggression
probably had a “relatively modest” effect on Russia,
economically34. They may also have strengthened Putin’s
position in Russia, making Russians more dependent on
domestic products, preventing officials leaving the country
(and thus being more dependent on Putin) and providing
an excuse for economic stagnation. Connelly argues that
sanctions may therefore push Russia away from integration
in the global market and towards a statist, “quasi-autarkic
relationship with the global economy”35.
However, EU support for Ukraine is complicated by
Germany’s continued support for the Nord Stream 2 gas
pipeline, which would enable Russia to deliver gas to Western
Europe without passing through Ukraine, and thus remove
the only negotiating power Ukraine has with Russia. Despite
continued US sanctions, Chancellor Merkel has reiterated her
support for the project.
The NATO response
In April 2014, following “Russia’s illegal military intervention
in Ukraine and its violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and
territorial integrity” NATO declared it had “suspended all
practical cooperation between NATO and Russia including
Taras Kuzio and Paul D’Anieri, Towards a New Cold War? (e-ir.
info/2018/06/23/towards-a-new-cold-war)
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legal provision of ‘special status’ for DNR/LNR and holding
local elections. These measures are politically difficult: when
the Ukrainian Parliament debated constitutional changes in
August 2015, there were riots outside Parliament. DNR and
LNR finally held local elections in November 2018 (having
postponed them several times due to lack of agreement), but
without Ukraine’s acquiescence or independent monitoring.
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“”

Sanctions in response to 2014’s aggression... may have strengthened Putin’s position in Russia,
making Russians more dependent on domestic products, preventing officials leaving the country
(and thus being more dependent on Putin) and providing an excuse for economic stagnation

that which took place in the framework of the NRC”36. In May
NATO adopted ‘assurance measures’ which evolved into the
‘Readiness Action Plan’, adopted in the September 2014 Wales
Summit. NATO is concerned particularly with the position of
the Baltic states, which are NATO members with substantial
Russian minorities (a quarter of the populations of Latvia and
Estonia). Fears remain that these countries are vulnerable to the
“little green men” tactics pioneered in Ukraine37.
According to NATO: “The assurance measures are a series
of land, sea and air activities in, on and around the territory
of NATO Allies in Central and Eastern Europe, designed to
reinforce their defence, reassure their populations and deter
potential aggression. These are a direct result of Russia’s
aggressive actions to NATO’s east.38” These measures are
designed to deter Russian aggression by demonstrating a
commitment to Article V (treating an attack on one member as
an act against all) in the event of invasion of the Baltic states.
The 2014 Wales Summit also agreed to increase the NATO
Response Force (on 24 June 2015, it was raised to 40,000
personnel, more than triple the previous number), and establish
a Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) able to deploy

within 48 hours and formed as a “direct result of Russia’s
aggressive actions to NATO’s east”39. The VJTF has 5,000
ground troops, plus air and naval support. The VJTF took part
in exercises in April 2015, and 2,100 troops were deployed for
the first time in Poland in June during further exercises.
In July 2016, at the Warsaw Summit, NATO agreed to an
“enhanced forward presence” in Eastern Europe. By 2017,
NATO had deployed four battlegroups, currently totalling
around 4,700 troops, rotating in the Baltic states and Poland
(having agreed this at the 2016 Warsaw Summit)40. In
September 2017, the US deployed two tank brigades to Poland.
These numbers, however, remain limited compared to
what Russia could field. NATO’s capacity to respond
is complicated by the fact that few members spend the
target two percent GDP on defence. Although it has been
increasing year on year, only 11 countries met this target as
of March 2021 (US, Greece, Estonia, UK, Poland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Romania France, Norway and Slovakia)41. In
2017 NATO also placed a “tailored forward presence” in
southeast Europe, with a battalion station in Romania,
aircraft reinforcements for Romania and Bulgaria, and an
increased NATO presence in the Black Sea.
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UKRAINE: HAS THE WEST FAILED TO RESPOND?
Military responses
NATO responses to Russia’s military aggression are
complicated by the fact that Ukraine is not a NATO
member or a member of any broader Western security
arrangements (though in June 2020 it was designated
an “Enhanced Opportunities Partner”)42. A NATO or
western military response to Russian aggression would
have been enormously difficult, and complicated by
public opinion and, as outlined in the previous chapter,
the interconnectedness of financial and energy interests
between Russia and Western powers. However, Hanna
Shelest, Director of Security Programmes, Foreign Policy
Council “Ukrainian Prism”, remembers asking in 2014 why
NATO did not at least send a naval presence into the Black
Sea under NATO flags, which, she argues would have likely
altered Russian behaviour in the region. “They were very
blunt with me and told me that because no one got killed
there was little they could do. They seemed to think it wasn’t
a very serious situation.43” The result, she concludes, was
that crucial time was lost and Russia became emboldened.
Clearly, Putin’s decision to eschew direct military action
and, critically, death counts, complicated even the simplest
of potential reactions.
Shelest blames NATO hesitancy on a lack of regional
understanding. She recalls being at the NATO Defense
College in Rome in 2014, where officials seemed to lack
knowledge about the Black Sea, choosing to rely only on
“information from Ankara about the region”. She also notes
a timely failure to appreciate that events were not simply a
local issue, but actually fundamental to Russia’s relationship
with the West. As a consequence, the threat from Russia was
underestimated: “If you follow the strategic documents of
both NATO and of Russia from 2010-2012 it was clear that
Moscow already viewed NATO as a danger while NATO
persisted in calling Russia as a strategic partner. […] making
constant statements that dialogue with Russia is important.
It’s what’s allowed Russia to say that NATO needs us and
would never go against us.” She concludes: “One of the
greatest mistakes of Ukraine was not to understand that the
issue is never about just Ukraine. It was about Russia and its
vision of the West.”
There are feelings from inside Ukraine that even if a
military response by NATO was impossible then at least
some recognition of what was occurring in Crimea would
have been beneficial to Ukraine, politically. Nataliya
Gumenyuk, founder of the Public Interest Journalism Lab
and the editor at Ukrainian Public, recalls the struggles that
Ukrainians faced to gain wider official acceptance of what
was happening in Crimea. “The feeling that, with Crimea,
the West accepted an absolute lie as the official position,”
she says. She recalls a talk she attended where former
head of the Allied Force of NATO, General Breedlove,
was speaking and she asked him “at the moment of the

occupation [of Crimea] did you know that the little green
men were Russian troops?” And he said: “Of course we
knew from the first day”. To which she replied: ‘Why didn’t
you publicise it?” And he said that like there were some
members of NATO who “didn’t want to hear it”44.
What has become clear since 2014 is that operations
and actions seen in Ukraine will inevitably come to the
wider West. On 4 March 2018, Sergei Skripal, a former
Russian military officer and double agent for the British
intelligence services and his daughter Yulia were poisoned
in Salisbury by the nerve agent Novichok. Eventually the
UK government identified two Russian nationals, later
revealed to be GRU agents, as being responsible, and
instigated punitive measures against Moscow, including the
expulsion of Russian diplomats from the UK. Russia refuted
the claims, accused the UK of being responsible for the
poisoning and launched a disinformation campaign through
its official media and online networks. According to Shelest,
the Ukrainian security establishment noticed an increase
in British security support toward Ukraine after the Skripal
poisonings.
Diplomatic responses
Although Minsk II was agreed in February 2015, the terms
of the ceasefire were immediately and frequently violated,
with each side keen to point out the other’s violations.
On 9 December 2019, then recently elected Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy met with Putin, Merkel and
Emmanuel Macron in Paris for the ‘Normandy Format’
meeting. They agreed a new ceasefire and reaffirmed the
Minsk agreements as the basis for resolving the conflict.
Progress was made on prisoner exchanges, a set of which
took place later that month, and was controversial in
Ukraine, as the prisoners included riot police accused of
killing protesters in 2013-1445. Yet another ceasefire was
agreed in July 2020.
The author Peter Pomerantsev, who has written extensively
about Russian actions in Ukraine, argues that the West has
been found wanting. He believes, echoing a view I heard
many times in Ukraine, that as signatory to the Budapest
Memorandum guaranteeing Ukrainian sovereignty, the
United Kingdom had a responsibility to pressure Moscow
on the Ukraine issue. “This is the normalization of defeat,”
he told me. “Russia invades the country next door and
we do nothing. Why is Gazprom trading on the London
stock exchange? Why instead of weak travel bans did
we not impose Iran-style sanctions? This is a complete
Russian victory over democratic norms. We rolled over.”
Pomerantsev sees much of the problem as stemming
from the pusillanimity of EU politicians, observing that
Sigmar Gabriel (Vice Chancellor of Germany 2013-2018
and Foreign minister 2017-2018) still “calls Crimea an
intervention and Ukraine a civil war”46.
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7 YEARS ON: THE SITUATION IN UKRAINE TODAY
The Ukrainian military capacity and effectiveness have
improved as a result of seven years of conflict. The
Ukrainian army is believed to have around 250,000
active personnel, making it one of the largest in
Europe. Meanwhile, many of its troops are now combat
experienced. The US has provided more than $2 billion in
military aid since 2014, which includes a total of 8 Mark
VI Patrol boats47. In March 2018, the US Department of
Defense approved selling anti-tank weapons to Ukraine,
thus authorising lethal weaponry for the first time. Despite
receiving military aid, its equipment, though functional, is
largely not cutting edge.
Ukraine says it has lost 50 soldiers in 2020 and
25 in 2021 so far48. The Biden administration
issued a statement to mark the seventh
anniversary of the invasion of Crimea,
committing not to recognise the annexation.
According to Ukrainian commander General
Ruslan Khomchak, Russia now has around
20,000-25,000 troops on the border49. White
House Press Secretary Jen Psaki said that
Russian troop numbers on the Ukrainian border
are the highest they have been since 201450. In
April 2021, Dmitry Kozak, the Deputy Kremlin
Chief of Staff, warned that Russia could
intervene if there were a Ukrainian assault on
the separatists51.

“”

December 2015, hackers caused a blackout for more than
225,000 residents for several hours; three different power
distributors were targeted, and it is believed the attack may
have been caused by the BlackEnergy malware, delivered via
“spear phishing” emails some time before53. In December
2016 a similar attack caused a blackout for around an
hour in part of Kyiv; in June 2017, a malware attack on
businesses, government organisations, utilities and banks
caused huge financial damage and spread worldwide (though
the damage was mostly in Ukraine). In July 2020, hackers
attempted to obtain information through a cyber attack on
the Representative Office of the President of Ukraine in the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea54. Shelest notes that NATO
members are potentially more vulnerable to
a cyberattack due to their more sophisticated
military equipment technology.
passed

Ukraine
a constitutional
amendment setting
goals of joining both
the EU and NATO.
This was directly
counter to Russia’s
goals in keeping
Ukraine within its
orbit, and a more
ambitious integration
into the Western
order than that
which had sparked
the Euromaidan
protests

Ukraine is now clearly oriented towards the
West. By that measure, the Russian invasions
were counterproductive. Taras Kuzio, Professor
in the Department of Political Science, National
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy and a
Non-Resident Fellow in the Foreign Policy
Institute, School of Advanced International
Studies, Johns Hopkins University, Washington
DC, concludes that: “Russian speakers in Ukraine are
loyal to a multi-ethnic country where the Russian and
Ukrainian languages are both spoken and disloyal to the
Russian World.52” In February of 2019, Ukraine passed a
constitutional amendment setting goals of joining both the
EU and NATO. This was directly counter to Russia’s goals
in keeping Ukraine within its orbit, and a more ambitious
integration into the Western order than that which had
sparked the Euromaidan protests.

However, Ukraine has suffered repeated cyberattacks. On 23
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Political reforms

Since 2014, the EU has provided more than
€2 billion in grants and €13 billion in loans to
Ukraine57. Approximately €580 million has
been given in humanitarian aid to eastern
Ukraine, with a further €30 million agreed in
October 202058. Support for Ukraine is contingent upon
continuing reform, anti-corruption and pro-democracy
measures. Since 2020 the EU also provided €190 million in
support for tackling COVID-1959.
As a consequence of the Association Agreement and the
Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement, the EU
now accounts for more than 40 percent of Ukraine’s trade,
making it the largest partner Ukraine has60. By contrast, in
2012 25.7 percent of Ukraine’s exports went to Russia, and
this collapsed to 7.7 percent in 201861.
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Russia has made great use of ‘lawfare’
(legal warfare), by “providing the (quasi)legal justification for Russia’s propaganda
claims and aggressive actions”55. “Ukraine
has submitted claims against Russia at the
International Court of Justice on the grounds
that Russia’s activities in Donbas and Crimea
support terrorism and constitute racial
discrimination, but it has not been able to
challenge Russia on the fundamental issues of
Crimea’s occupation and illegal annexation, as
well as the invasion of Donbas.56”
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The West has been keen to support Ukraine economically,
and is perhaps less stringent in enforcing loan conditions than
they would have were they not needing to combat Russia.
Taras Kuzio and Paul D’Anieri argue that “because they
are so dedicated to combating Russia’s efforts to undermine
Ukraine, the West feels compelled to sustain the Ukrainian
economy”. However, they also point out that such aid has
“likely helped the Ukrainian government to persist in power
without seriously tackling either the general problems of
corruption and the rule of law or the specific commitments
it has made to its donors. Under normal circumstances,
donors, represented by the IMF, would stop aid programs
on the grounds of non-compliance. The West has hesitated
to do this in the case of Ukraine for fear of the government
collapsing.62”
In March 2015, the IMF agreed a four-year programme
of $17.5 billion in loans63. Some reforms did occur under
euneighbours.eu/en/east/stay-informed/news/we-are-one-european-family-europeancommission-president-expresses
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former President Petro Poroshenko, including the creation of
National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU), but
these have been fraught with difficulty and opposition. While
Zelenskyy’s premiership began promisingly, the programme
of reforms is deemed to have stalled. A reshuffle of his
government in March 2020 included the dismissal of many
leading reformers.
In July 2020, the IMF agreed a new $5 billion loan to
support the Ukrainian economy in dealing with the impact
of COVID-19. The conditions of the loan were linked to
reform and anti-corruption measures. The first disbursement,
$2.1 billion, was released, but the IMF suspended the next
instalment of $700 million over concerns that Ukraine
was making insufficient progress with economic and
anti-corruption reforms. In September 2020, Ukraine’s
Constitutional Court, ruled that the establishment of NABU
was unlawful; in October it voided parts of legislation that
would require public officials to make annual electronic asset
declarations and make false declarations a criminal offence.
On 12 February 2021, the IMF concluded that conditions
for resumptions of loans had still not been met. They require
justice reforms, an end to household subsidies of natural
gas, and secured independence for Ukraine’s national bank
again. However, on 15 February, Parliament passed a bill
empowering them to dismiss the Director of NABU, currently
Artem Sytnyk. It is clear that internal political circumstances
in Ukraine still work against the implementation of adequate
political and financial reforms.
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Information security
Ukraine has taken action to limit the spread of
Russian disinformation. In September 2014,
the broadcasting of Russian television channels
was banned, and since 2016, limits have been
placed on the importation of Russian books
and films. Furthermore, Russian social media
sites, such as VKontakte [pictured far right] and
Odnoklassniki, the search engine Yandex and
the email domain .ru were banned in Ukraine
by Poroshenko in 2017, a policy continued
by Zelenskyy64. As a result, few Ukrainians
are now directly exposed to Russian media65.
Such censorship “is probably not a sustainable
model,” argues Pomerantsev.
On 2 February 2021, Zelenskyy shut down
three further channels in Ukraine with links
to the Kremlin, and allegedly owned by
Viktor Medvedchuk, a move supported by
representatives of Ukrainian civil society66.
Gumenyuk believes the move was correct:
“They really weren’t doing news, just
bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-39934666
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propaganda.” However,
she points to the
continued penetration of
Ukraine media spaces
by oligarchs with ties
to Russia, claiming
that “the landscape
is dominated by
oligarchs”. Pomerantsev
agrees, arguing that: “The problem is that you
have a lot of oligarchs spreading pro-Kremlin
messages because they’re actually just part of
the Kremlin party.”
Gumenyuk believes mainstream Ukrainian
media is fundamentally flawed, citing as an
example inadequate coverage of COVID-19
due to an inability to report on healthcare
properly. “Ukrainians are not being given the
basic information, how they can get vaccinated,
how can they protect themselves from COVID.”
Independent media remains vibrant but is
limited in effect by its small size and focus on
investigative journalism.

Oksana Forystyna, publisher and translator,
believes that Ukrainian media has improved
over the last decade. However, as Ukrainian
media consumption becomes increasingly online, viewing
habits are much less predictable. There is considerable
potential for Russia to weaponise Western social media,
especially given YouTube algorithms consistently recommend
Russian channels to users in Kyiv67.
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CONCLUSION
Far more than just an attack on Ukraine, the events of 2014
in Crimea and the country’s east (and which continue to this
day) are a lesson for the West. Ukraine marked the emergence
of a form of conflict tailored to the norms and technologies
of the 21st century: what I have named the Ukraine Doctrine.
UK/NATO must understand that conflict in the age of Homo
digitalis is irretrievably altered. Her emergence, spawned by
the digital revolution, has created radical new spaces for nonkinetic means of aggression within an overarching system that
is constitutionally geared toward the avoidance of large-scale
military conflict. Sophisticated adversaries will therefore
exploit all alternative means by which to fulfil
strategic objectives. The result is that war and
politics become intermingled; the boundaries
between war and peace become blurred; and the
start and end points of conflict are no longer so
clearly visible.
Russia and China are sophisticated adversaries.
We must recognise this fact while remaining
realistic. International reaction to Russia’s
2014 aggression in Crimea and Ukraine 2014
was stymied for various reasons, not least
because European states overestimated Russian
capabilities because they accepted Russian
representations of strength at face value. A
thorough study of Russian capabilities and
threats on European borders, including its sea
borders is now necessary.

international law to aid Ukrainian efforts in countering Russian
lawfare. Help could include “the building of a network of
lawfare study programmes (the ‘Lawfare Defence Network’) at
various universities and think tanks” and the establishment of
a NATO “Lawfare Centre of Excellence (COE)” to research
and analyse Russia’s ongoing lawfare activities, making
recommendations to national governments and NATO68.
As conflict expands to incorporate ever broader means of
coercing the enemy, militaries must expand their repository
of expertise accordingly. The role of armed forces reservists
has, therefore, never been more critical.
Those with the necessary skills and expertise
for new information and hybrid challenges
must be recruited to NATO armed forces and
should be augmented with existing skill sets.
Most obviously, Ukraine has taught us that
contemporary conflict requires those versed in
formation warfare and cyber specialists as well
experts in financial systems and lawfare.

Of the many lessons that emerge from Ukraine,
one is overarching: that the 20th century
security paradigms that still dominate Western
arrangements are no longer wholly fit for
purpose. As aggression becomes increasingly
non-kinetic, and conflict increasingly gray zone,
the threshold required for conventional responses
War and politics
from organisations like NATO to kick into play
become intermingled; is harder to reach. Cyber warfare, especially that
the boundaries
The need is particularly acute in light of
which damages infrastructure, is increasingly
Moscow’s recent decision to shut down large parts
accounted for in conventional military doctrine.
between war and
of the Black Sea for exercises. The time has come
However, responses to information war which
peace become
for a new strategic appraisal of European border
underpinned the conflict in Ukraine, and which
blurred; and the start in the age of Homo digitalis have the potential
threats. NATO/UK should undertake a proper
appraisal of the threats on Europe’s borders
to reach throughout target societies, remains
and end points of
especially in terms of the Black Sea. A tailored
Warfare is transnational. It is time to tackle
conflict are no longer hazy.
presence is insufficient and an increase in forward
the threat collectively by the formation of an
so clearly visible
presence should be undertaken with an awareness
alliance for dealing with such threats: A NATO
that the North Sea, Baltic Sea and Arctic Sea are
5.0 or “Information NATO”. This organisation
likely theatres of future Russian actions which currently lack a
would focus on reordering key security arrangements around
sufficient NATO presence.
informational threats and contain key frontline states in the
information war being waged on the West, including Ukraine
At the heart of the Ukraine doctrine is the principle that
and countries in the global south like Taiwan. At its heart would
non-kinetic means are preferable to achieving strategic
be a doctrine of information aggression, breaches of which
goals. Wherever possible, adversaries will fight along these
would trigger an information aggression pact; an attack on one
alternative lines. As technologies continue to rapidly evolve,
will be treated as an attack on all.
the role of cyber warfare will grow even more. Ukraine shows
that cyber capabilities allow adversaries to strike at the heart
Conflict is changing, and we must change with it. Post-Brexit
of civil infrastructure, and that total prevention is now almost
Britain, with its emphasis on Global Britain, must be at the
certainly impossible. Focus should be on building resilience,
forefront of coordinating new Western responses to new
especially around protecting mass civilian infrastructure.
challenges – ones that threaten us all. UK HMG is already
Systems, processes and protocols must be prepared to rapidly
seeking to pioneer interagency co-ordination, as indicated by
respond and overcome. The ability to rapidly enter crisis
the centrality of Mark Sedwill’s Fusion doctrine for national
management mode, which involves a combined government,
security. The UK must now embrace the new challenges of
military, and civil society response, is vital.
the 21st century and get ready to stand at the heart of fighting
an array of evolving threats that have arisen in the dangerous
Alongside the weaponisation of technology is an increasing
world of Homo digitalis in which we all now live.
weaponisation of the law – so-called “lawfare”. The UK can
68
also significantly aid Ukraine by providing its expertise in
Voyger, p. 8
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